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reviously known as ‘Conventions Malta’, VisitMalta Incentives & 
Meetings is a fresh brand having just been launched in May 2022. 
Following a research exercise, a decision was taken to incorporate 

the M.I.C.E. arm of the Malta Tourism Authority under one powerful 
umbrella brand, that is VisitMalta. The section, which focuses on the 
promotion of the Maltese Islands as a meetings and incentives destination, 
is formed by a team at Malta Tourism Authority Head Office and an Interna-
tional overseas network being present in the main source markets. This 
setup, together with the seamless synergy created between the local and 
the international offices, has proven to be crucial in achieving a great reach 
and award-winning work in the most important markets.

Similar to leisure tourism, M.I.C.E. jumped back in business with a bang in 
2022. During the first quarter we’ve seen the awaited re-opening of events 
on the islands. Suppliers went from zero to full speed as they worked 
around the clock to service the heavy demand post-Covid, most of which 
also came at a short turnaround. After that fast-paced comeback period, 
the industry is now settled back and looking forward to gaining a steadier 
stream of business. During the pandemic many were thinking that live 
meetings will dwindle, and that virtual & hybrid meeting were the way 
forward. However, trends have shown that whilst virtual meetings will 
remain because of their usefulness, people want to meet in person. People 
need to be physically and mentally present, to experience meetings in 
their whole 360-degree spectrum. That includes of course, travelling to a 
sunny destination in the heart of the Mediterranean.  

Restoring flight connectivity has been crucial for M.I.C.E. business in Malta. 
The Islands’ convenient connectivity to main European hubs is in fact one 
of the most important factors for planners organising international 
meetings on the islands. Enjoying their exotic location yet being within 3 
hours away from the main European airports is an asset that the islands 
are grateful to hold. To top that, the destination is European, within the 
Euro zone, having English as one of the two official languages with Maltese 
and also having an excellent multi-lingual supplier network. With their 
compact size, the islands are ideal for incentive trips and small to medium 
sized meetings & conferences. The minimal time dedicated to transfers 
means that programs are maximised and diverse. Feedback has shown 
that these are all very important factors for planners when choosing where 
to take their next group.

However, don’t be fooled- the size might be small but it does pack a punch. 
The islands offer a surprising diversity. From wellness activities to themed 
beach dinners, quad bike and jeep tours, speedboats, gullets or catamaran 
rental, film location tours, wine tasting, farm to fork experiences, olive 
grove tours and sailing regattas; the list goes on. Having such a colourful 
history that goes back 7000 years, and being surrounded by the shimmer-
ing clear blue sea, the islands have shaped such a unique culture, gastron-
omy, heritage, and of course a myriad of options for visitors. 

This has made tourism to be a main economic pillar for Malta and Gozo, 
and this is reflected in an exciting industry which never sleeps. The past 
two years have seen new openings such as the 5* superior Hyatt Regency 
Hotel, 4* Mercure Hotel, 4* Embassy Hotel in Valletta, numerous high 
quality and good value restaurants listed in the Michelin Guide 2022 and a 
number of boutique hotels set in precious heritage buildings. A local 
brewery, Farsons, has opened ‘The Brewhouse’- its old brewery which is 

housed in an iconic art deco building, now transformed into a combination 
of beautiful meeting spaces, offices, and also hosting its own brewery tour. 
2023 will bring no less. As we look ahead into the year we will see an 
exciting mix of important 4* and 5* hotel openings around the islands, 
together with new boutique accommodation options and upgrades. 
Undoubtedly, for groups, the themes of wellness, fresh food, farm to fork, 
sustainability, and the great outdoors will be expected to dominate. In line 
with international trends and happening on the islands which have been 
proven for centuries. 

“We are very happy with the way that our industry here has been develop-
ing and adapting. I believe that challenges have resulted in innovation and 
a stronger workforce with a shift in mentality towards embracing more 
local and sustainability. For the coming year we will be driving our efforts to 
strengthen our core European markets whilst reaching out to develop new 
markets in the US and Middle East/Asia.”, says Christophe Berger, Director 
VisitMalta Incentives & Meetings.
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Christophe Berger
Director VisitMalta Incentives & Meetings
Email: info.conventions@visitmalta.com

Telephone: +356 7930 1722

More information can be found online.
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Whether you’re looking to
host your next meeting, or a
memorable incentive trip to a
Mediterranean location, the
Maltese Islands are your next
destination!
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